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ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Sulaiman S.M.Y. Addonia is British, born in Eritrea to an Eritrean
mother and an Ethiopian father. He spent his early life in a refugee
camp in Sudan following the Om Hajar massacre in 1976, and in his
early teens he lived and studied in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia. After
learning English he came to London and earned an MA in
Development Studies from SOAS.

His first novel, THE CONSEQUENCES OF LOVE (‘A dark and
evocative testament to desire in an inhumane state’ —
Independent), was shortlisted for the Commonwealth Writers’
Prize and has been translated into more than 20 languages. He has
written for BBC Radio 4 and The New York Times, among other
publications. He lives in Brussels with his wife and children.

ALSO AVAILABLE
THE CONSEQUENCES OF LOVE (Chatto (UK); Random (US+Can);
Naklada Ljevak (Croatia); Politikens Forlag (Denmark); Flammarion
(France); Hoffman Und Campe (Germany); JM Meulenhoff
(Holland); Kinneret-Zmora (Israel); Sperling & Kupfer (Italy);
Proszynski (Poland); RAO (Romania); Arabesque (Russia) — new
Russian deal with Arkadia ^; Stylos Art (Serbia); Espase Calpe
(Spain); Sanskrit Co (Thailand).

Agent Isobel Dixon

WEL The Indigo Press Oct 2018

288 pages

Option publisher:
Russia Arkadia

A searing novel of immigration and the powerful bonds
forged in the harsh crucible of refugee camp life

Saba, the novel’s heroine, arrives in an African refugee camp as a
young girl, gutted to have had to abandon her books as her family
fled their home. In this crowded and often hostile place, she has
to carve out her new existence, always protecting her mute
brother Hagos.

SILENCE IS MY MOTHER TONGUE is an exquisitely rendered portrait
of a woman of courage and intelligence coping with judgement and
sacrifice. With the power of an insider’s view of the textures of life
in a refugee camp, it is a compelling story of exile and survival.
Feeling both epic and intimate in its sweep and detail, it bears
vivid testimony to the power of imagination and illusion and ‘the
infinite reach of human minds to reinvent themselves’ when the
world about you is both bleak and claustrophobic.

In his brilliant second novel, Sulaiman Addonia incisively dissects
society’s ability to wage war on its own women and explores the
stories we must tell and absorb to survive.

Sulaiman Addonia

SILENCE IS MY MOTHER TONGUE
Literary
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Aoife MacMurchada is just 14 years old when her father, Diarmit
King of Leinster is deposed and her family flees Southern Ireland
into English exile. Diarmit seeks help from King Henry II, and this
leads him to the charismatic Richard de Clare, Lord of Striguil, a
man dissatisfied with his lot and open to new horizons. Diarmit
promises Richard wealth, lands, and Aoife’s hand in marriage in
return for his aid, but Aoife, although she is attracted to the
handsome Norman warlord, has her own thoughts on the matter.
She may be a prize, but she is not a pawn and she will play the
game to her own advantage.

King Henry is hostile and suspicious of Richard’s motives, and when
Richard defies him and sails for Ireland, he risks all…for riches, for
power, for Aoife.

From the royal halls of scheming kings to staunch Welsh border
fortresses and across storm-tossed seas to the wild green kingdoms
of Ireland, THE IRISH PRINCESS is a sumptuous journey of ambition
and desire, love and loss, heartbreak and survival.

The bestelling author of medieval fiction introduces a
fierce new heroine

‘I rank Elizabeth Chadwick with such historical novelist stars as
Dorothy Dunnett and Anya Seton.’ — Sharon Kay Penman

‘An author who makes history come gloriously alive.’ — The Times

Agent Isobel Dixon

UK+Can Sphere 2019

Option Publishers
Bulgaria Kalpazanov | Croatia
Znanje | Czech Euromedia
Germany Blanvalet Italy Tea
Libri | Latvia Kontinent
Poland Proszynsky | Portugal
TopSeller | Russia
Azbooka-Atticus  | US
Sourcebooks

Her work is sold in 22 languages.

The William Marshal novels are
optioned for television by Avino
Productions.

480 pages

Elizabeth Chadwick
THE IRISH PRINCESS

Historical

ALSO AVAILABLE
TEMPLAR SILKS, The Eleanor of Aquitaine trilogy (THE SUMMER
QUEEN, THE WINTER CROWN and THE AUTUMN THRONE), and 21
other historical novels. Now writing THE MARRIAGE CASKET.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
New York Times bestseller Elizabeth Chadwick won the RNA
Historical Novel of the Year Award in 2011 and has been shortlisted
many times. The Historical Novel Society chose THE SCARLET LION
as one of 'Ten Landmark Historical Novels of the Last Decade' and
THE FALCONS OF MONTABARD was named as Romance Reviews
Today's Best Historical Fiction Book of the Year. Little Brown have
sold more than 1 million copies of her work in their English editions.
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Agent Hattie Grunewald

UKexCan Atom Nov 2018

Option publishers
Spain Libros de Seda

352 pages

ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Rebecca spent most of her teenage years sneaking into gigs, trying
to befriend cool people, drinking $4 jugs of beer at the Empire
Tavern, and dreaming of working in music.

After a brief stint in radio, she moved to London and spent her
career travelling the world making Music TV for MTV and Channel
4, and creating award-winning digital content for Cartoon Network,
the BBC and ITV. She’s worked with diverse talent; from Scooby
Doo and The Powerpuff Girls to Gumball to Iggy Pop, Sonic Youth,
Jack White and Laura Marling.

She now lives between London, Austria and New Zealand, with her
young family and freelances in TV and writes YA novels and horror
movie scripts.

ALSO AVAILABLE
THIS BEATS PERFECT, A SECRET BEAT

Rebecca is currently working on her first novel for adults, a riotous
romantic comedy featuring a highlands hotel, a sommelier with a
secret and a scam that’s going to go very, very wrong…

THE PUNK FACTOR
Rebecca Denton

A fresh, fierce and funny YA novel featuring an all-girl punk
band scamming their way to glory

Seventeen-year-old Frankie is obsessed with what everyone else is
thinking. She can keep up with the chat — from feminism to boys
with tattoos — but when it comes to her own ideas, it's not so easy
to hide her lack of confidence.

With the help of her best friend, Haruna, Frankie forms a punk rock
girl band to attract the attention of Doc — her spiky-haired,
joint-smoking ex-boyfriend. She's got it all sorted; the Instagram
page is live, the handmade posters are everywhere, and the band
even has a first gig lined up (even if they are playing to a handful
of retired bingo fans). But in her efforts to make the band a success
and get Doc to notice her, Frankie starts to care less about what he
thinks and more about how much she loves making very loud music.
She finally feels a glimpse of who she can be, independent of
anyone else.

Then one day, Doc decides he is going to win her back . . .

Punk is nothing without the freedom to be exactly who you want.
But what if you're not sure who that is yet? Can you make your own
noise when everyone else seems so much louder than you?

Contemporary YA
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Thriller

‘Watch out, Dan Brown!’ — The Times

‘Peter James has a gift for turning mind-stretching subjects into
novels that are irresistibly readable as well as utterly believable.’
— Robert Goddard

Journalist Ross Hunter is wary when an elderly man approaches
him claiming to have absolute proof of the existence of God. But
Ross’s curiosity gets the better of him and as he moves from
scepticism to an obsession that threatens his marriage and his life,
he realizes that such a proof could threaten world stability.
Billionaire evangelists, Papal agents, a shady pharmaceutical com-
pany and vested interests both religious and financial monitor his
investigations, hoping to intercept and exploit his findings for their
own ends. All the while Ross is drawing closer to something
unimaginable that will test the nature of his own capacity for
belief….

A terrific international thriller with heart-racing action, intrigue
and conspiracy on a global scale, ABSOLUTE PROOF is another
sure-fire bestseller.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Winner: Prix POLAR International (2006); Le Prix Coeur Noir
(2007); ITV3 Crime Awards ‘People’s Bestseller Dagger’ (2011); Dr.
Lector Award for Scariest Villain at Theakstons Old Peculier Crime
Festival (2015); ‘Best Crime Writer of All Time’ as voted by readers
on W.H. Smiths’ Blog. CWA Diamond Dagger 2016 for ‘Sustained
Excellence’ and Specsavers Honorary Platinum Bestseller Award
2018.

Author of eleven #1 bestsellers, both Roy Grace novels and
standalones (full list available), with 19 million copies of his work
sold worldwide and many books optioned for film and TV.

PERFECT PEOPLE was shortlisted for the Wellcome Prize. Several
of his Roy Grace novels have been adapted for the stage, with
sell-out tours around the UK, with THE HOUSE ON COLD HILL in
theatres in 2019. Peter will deliver the sequel to this spine-tingling
ghost story in March 2019.

Peter James
ABSOLUTE PROOF

An ordinary man. An extraordinary quest. A spine-tingling
search to unravel the ultimate mystery

Agent Isobel Dixon

UK+Can Macmillan Oct 2018
US audio Audible
(narrated by Downton Abbey’s
Hugh Bonneville)

Bulgaria Pro Book | Finland
Minerva | France Fleuve Edition |
Germany Scherz
Holland De Fontein  | Lithuania
Jotema | Poland Albatros
Russia Eksmo

Option publishers
China Yilin Press | Croatia Opus
Gradna| Czech Brana | Denmark
Cicero  | France Fleuve Noir
Greece Hartini Poli | Hungary
General Press | Israel Kor’im
Italy Longanesi | Norway
Vigmostad | Sweden Massolit |
Sweden audio  Storytel | Serbia
Evro Giunti

400 pages
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Literary

Master storyteller Mda intertwines an unusual love story
with fascinating, vividly retold history

Winner of the SA Sunday Times Fiction Prize 2017 for LITTLE SUNS

‘Mda writes from the inside with a rare combination of passion and
truth that will connect with readers everywhere.’ — Booklist

Mda’s glorious novel explores the true history of ‘Farini’s Friendly
Zulus’, the men who were brought to Britain and America as
performing curiosities. It opens in 1885 with our hero Em-Pee in
wintry New York, contemplating with distaste the melodramatic,
‘savage’ performance of “The Wild Zulu”, in stark contrast to his
own proud history, so little understood here — just like his real
name which no-one can pronounce. His name is not the only loss
where he is seen as little more than a freak show act — though at
least he is not kept in a cage like the beautiful Dinka Princess. For
Em-Pee, it is love at first sight, though she is not free to love him
back: she is the property of Monsieur Duval, of Duval Ethnological
Expositions…

THE ZULUS OF NEW YORK is a short novel that packs a powerful
punch, stirring up strong feelings in its depiction of injustices, while
also robustly celebrating the ingenuity of the creative spirit, and
the transformative power of love. Mda again performs his
imaginative magic in giving voice to the voiceless, creating
memorable stories from the scant records of the time. This may be
Mda’s most heartbreaking love story and best work yet.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Divides his time between South Africa and his work as Professor of
Creative Writing at Ohio University. He has been the recipient of
major awards including the Hurston/Wright Legacy Award, the
Sunday Times Fiction Prize, the Commonwealth Writer’s Prize and
South African Silver Order of Ikhamanga for Excellence in Arts and
Culture. THE HEART OF REDNESS and WAYS OF DYING are often
cited as among South Africa’s Top Ten classics. WAYS OF DYING is
optioned for film to Jann Turner, and THE WHALE CALLER was
released in 2016. A hugely popular social and political commenta-
tor, Mda has more than 100,000 Twitter followers.

ALSO AVAILABLE
LITTLE SUNS, RACHEL’S BLUE, THE SCULPTORS OF MAPUNGUBWE,
SOMETIMES THERE IS A VOID (memoir), CION, THE WHALE CALLER,
THE MADONNA OF EXCELSIOR, THE HEART OF REDNESS, WAYS OF
DYING, SHE PLAYS WITH DARKNESS

Agent Isobel Dixon

UK Audio Rights under offer
SA Umuzi March 2019

Zakes Mda has been translated
into 9 languages and many of his
novels optioned for film.

Option Publishers

Estonia Loomingu | Slovenia Mla-
dinska | Turkey Ayrinti
45,000 words

Zakes Mda
THE ZULUS OF NEW YORK
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Thriller

A stunning global thriller - a return for Benny Griessel and
old favourite, Tiny…

'Meyer is a writer to take seriously — the best crime writer out of
South Africa." — Crime Time

'With Deon Meyer you can't go wrong. He's a writer whose work I
admire, wait for and then devour.' — Michael Connelly

Benny Griessel and Vaughn Cupido could have done without this
messy case. A body is found next to a railway track in the sticks –
an apparent suicide, but the deceased’s widow insists he’d never
have jumped. Other things don’t add up: the dead man was acting
as a bodyguard to a wealthy tourist on a luxury train, and two
suspicious passengers have disappeared. It’s a job for the Hawks
unit, but everywhere they turn they encounter lies and obstruction.

In Bordeaux, Daniel Darret enjoys his newfound calm, training as a
carpenter, leaving memories of life as an international hit man
behind him. But an old friend comes to ask for help and he is left
with no choice but to become a hunter again. His prey: the corrupt
president of the motherland he thought he might never see again.

Can the Hawks thwart the assassination? Can Daniel evade the
relentless Russian agents tracking him? And will Bennie survive so
that he can finally pluck up the courage for the hardest task of his
life, to ask Alexa Barnard to marry him?

Agent Isobel Dixon

Afrikaans H&R Oct 2018
UKexCan Hodder Nov 2019
US Grove Atlantic 2019
Holland Bruna 2019

Option Publishers

Canada Anansi | Estonia Varrak
France Le Seuil | Germany
Aufbau | Italy E/O | Korea
Book21 | Norway Tiden Norsk |
Poland Sonia Draga Spain
Salamandra | Sweden Weyler
Forlag and more

Deon Meyer

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Deon Meyer lives in Stellenbosch, South Africa. His books are sold
in 23 countries, and have been awarded many prizes around the
world: the Deutsche Krimi Prize in Germany, the ATKV Prize in
South Africa, and Le Grand Prix de Littérature Policière and Le Prix
Mystère de la Critique in France. COBRA was shortlisted for the
2015 CWA International Dagger, THIRTEEN HOURS was shortlisted
for the 2010 CWA International Dagger, and HEART OF THE
HUNTER, was longlisted for the 2005 IMPAC Prize.

ALSO AVAILABLE
ICARUS, COBRA, 7 DAYS, TRACKERS, KAROO NIGHT (short stories),
THIRTEEN HOURS, BLOOD SAFARI, DEVIL’S PEAK, THE HEART OF
THE HUNTER, DEAD AT DAYBREAK, DEAD BEFORE DYING

The Benny Griessel novella THE WOMAN IN THE BLUE CLOAK was
a #1 bestseller in Afrikaans, and has been published in English
(Hodder), Dutch (Bruna) and German (Aufbau), and will be
published in the US (Grove Atlantic) in June 2019.

THE LAST HUNT
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A CHRISTMAS GIFT
Contemporary

Agent Juliet Pickering

UKexCan Avon Nov 2018
UK audio HarperCollins 2018

Option publishers
Bulgaria Ciela | Czech Republic
Fortuna Libri | Denmark Bazar
Germany Fischer | Holland
Karakter | Italy Newton Compton
Serbia Evro Book | Slovak
Republic Fortuna Libri

368 pages

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Winner: Festival of Romance, Best Romantic Read Award 2011
Shortlisted: Festival of Romance, Fiction Novel of the Year 2014
Shortlisted: RoNA Best Contemporary Novel 2018
Sunday Times Bestseller 2017

‘A delight to read. Full of laughter and tears.’ — Katie Fforde

Sue is the award-winning author of ten commercial women’s
novels, and several novellas. THE CHRISTMAS PROMISE (Avon, 2016)
was No.1 bestselling e-book in December 2016, followed by JUST
FOR THE HOLIDAYS, and THE LITTLE VILLAGE CHRISTMAS in 2017.
ONE SUMMER IN ITALY was published in May 2018 and became Sue’s
second most popular book. She teaches creative writing, and is
working on her next novel.

One Christmas can change everything…

Georgine loves Christmas. The festive season always brings the little
village of Middledip to life. But since her ex-boyfriend walked out,
leaving her with crippling debts, Georgine’s struggled to make ends
meet.

To keep her mind off her worries, she throws herself into organising
the Christmas show at the local school. And when handsome Joe
Blackthorn becomes her assistant, Georgine’s grateful for the help.
But there’s something about Joe she can’t quite put her finger on.
Could there be more to him than meets the eye?

Georgine’s past is going to catch up with her in ways she never
expected. But can the help of friends new and old make this a
Christmas to remember after all?

A sumptuous, festive read from the #1 bestseller
Sue Moorcroft

‘A master at drawing and exploring the different kinds of
relationships… when you finish, you’ll realise there’s a smile on
your face and you’re feeling nicely warm and fuzzy.’ — Lucy Literati
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SHADOWPLAY
Literary

Joseph O’Connor
Captivating novel about celebrity, art, ambition and love
A riveting imaginative recreation of Bram Stoker’s life as a young
man in London as he works with Henry Irving, the world’s first
superstar actor, and they both fall under the spell of dazzling
actress Ellen Terry. Harvill Secker publish with a major campaign
and backlist relaunch in 2019.

A domineering personality of volcanic charisma and mesmerizing
talent, Irving hires an unremarkable Dublin clerk to help him with
his daring project: to open the greatest playhouse in the world.
Through Stoker’s extraordinary experiences at the Lyceum, his
tempestuous relationship with Irving and the bittersweet closeness
he finds with Ellen, Stoker will be inspired to pen DRACULA, the
most iconic supernatural tale of all time.

Harvill Secker and international publishers have also acquired (on
partial) MY FATHER’S HOUSE, a powerful literary thriller set
during the Second World War. It is based on the true story of
Monsignor Hugh O’Flaherty, an Irish priest in the Vatican who
risked his life to smuggle thousands of Jews and escaped Allied
prisoners out of Italy under the nose of his nemesis, the Nazi
Lieutenant Colonel Herbert Kappler. An unforgettable story of
love, faith and sacrifice, exploring what it means to be truly
human in the most extreme circumstances (ms available July
2020).

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Bestselling author and winner of many literary awards, Joseph
O’Connor is the inaugural Frank McCourt Chair in Creative Writing
at the University of Limerick.

STAR OF THE SEA was voted as one of 15 ‘Vintage Future Classics’
2005, a Sunday Times No 1 bestseller in paperback with a million
copies sold in the UK in one year alone. Winner: Prix Litteraire
European Madeleine Zepter Award for Best European Novel of the
Year; Acerbi Foundation Award Prize 2003; Prix Millepages award
2003; Irish Post award for Literature, 2004; Hennessy/Sunday
Tribune ‘Hall of Fame’ Award winner 2003.

ALSO AVAILABLE
THE THRILL OF IT ALL, GHOST LIGHT, REDEMPTION FALLS, STAR OF
THE SEA, INISHOWEN, WHERE HAVE YOU BEEN (Short stories), THE
SALESMAN, DESPERADOES, TRUE BELIEVERS, COWBOYS AND INDI-
ANS, plus non-fiction and essays.

Agent Isobel Dixon

UKexCan Harvill Jun 2019
UK audio W F Howes 2019

Italy Guanda
Sweden Natur Och Kultur

Option publishers
Czech Mlada Fronta | Germany
Fischer | Holland Ambos Anthos

104,000 words

Sue Moorcroft
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FEBRUARY’S SON
The second gripping Harry McCoy thriller from Alan Parks,
the most exciting new voice in Scottish noir.

Bodies are piling up with grisly messages carved into their chests.
Rival gangs are competing for control of Glasgow’s underworld and
it seems that Cooper, McCoy’s oldest gangster friend, is tangled up
in it all.

Detective Harry McCoy’s first day back at work couldn’t have gone
worse.

New drugs have arrived in Glasgow, and they’ve brought a different
kind of violence to the broken city. The law of the street is changing
and now demons from McCoy’s past are coming back to haunt him.
But vengeance always carries a price, and it could cost McCoy more
than he ever imagined.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Alan Parks was born in Scotland, and has spent most of his working
life in music. From cover artwork to videos and photo sessions, he
created groundbreaking campaigns for a wide range of artists
including New Order, The Streets, Gnarls Barkley, and CeeLo
Green. He was also MD of 679 Recordings.

Now writing book three in the McCoy series; BILLY MARCH WILL LIVE
FOREVER, which Canongate will publish in March 2020, with book 4
to come in 2021.

Agent Tom Witcomb

WEL Canongate Jan 2019
UK audio W F Howes 2019
US Europa 2019

France Editions Rivages (pre
empt)
Germany Heyne Hardcore
Italy Bompiani

336 pages

Alan Parks

Crime

Praise for BLOODY JANUARY:
‘An old-school cop novel written with wit and economy…Think
McIlvanney or Get Carter.’ — Ian Rankin

‘Vivid and evocative. 1970s Glasgow hewn from flesh and drawn in
blood.’ — Peter May

‘Bloody and brilliant.’ — Louise Welsh

‘Blistering plot, unforgettable characters and writing so sharp it's
like it's been written with a knife. Firmly sets Parks in the same
league as Ian Rankin and Louise Welsh.’ — Sarah Pinborough

‘Taut, violent: Parks is a natural successor to William McIIvanney.’
— John Niven, author of KILL YOUR FRIENDS
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Literary

Agent Hattie Grunewald

Option publishers:
UK+BC Fig Tree
UK Audio WF Howes
France Calmann-Levy

Anbara Salam
BELLADONNA

A tense and atmospheric romance set in a silent convent
in Northern Italy in the 1950s.

When Isabella Crowley joins Bridget’s class, she immediately
becomes a figure of mystery to the fourteen year old girls. She is
beautiful, inscrutable and stricken with an exotic and secret
illness – and Bridget is pulled under her spell.

In 1957, when they graduate, they have the chance to escape
Connecticut to study art at a convent in Northern Italy. Bridget is
keen to escape the claustrophobic home she shares with her
parents and her invalid sister, and the prejudices of a town that
will always see her, and her Egyptian mother, as somehow ‘other’
– but mostly, she hopes the trip will bring her closer to Isabella.

In the Academia and La Pentola, among the bartering locals, silent
nuns and vacuous American classmates, one woman stands out –
the mixed-race nun, Sister Teresa, the only one allowed to break
the vow of silence and communicate with the girls. As Isabella’s
friendship with Teresa blossoms, Bridget finds herself unable to
break away, drawn like a moth to a flame…

Dark passions begin to take hold, and Bridget will make a choice
that changes all three of their lives forever.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Anbara Salam is half-Palestinian and half-Scottish, and grew up in
London. She studied at the American University of Beirut, the
University of York, and has worked in France, Japan, and Vanuatu.
Anbara has a PhD in Theology and is now a research associate at
the University of Oxford.

Praise for THINGS BRIGHT AND BEAUTIFUL:
‘A vivid account of both a place and a situation… an impressive
debut.’ — Penelope Lively, author of MOON TIGER

‘Vividly drawn and powerful’ — Sarah Shaffi, Stylist ‘20 Must-read
Books to Make Room For in 2018’

‘Lyrical, suspenseful, darkly comic tale of life on a South Pacific
Island in the 1950s.’ — Observer

‘Dark and mysterious and beguiling… beautifully written. It’s just
transported me to a different world every night.’ — Dolly Alderton
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Agent Isobel Dixon

UK+Can W&N Jun 2019
US St Martin’s Press 2019

95,000 words

An insightful exploration of the glorious heyday of 1930s
French Riviera

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Anne de Courcy is an acclaimed biographer and journalist. Her book
THE FISHING FLEET spent 7 weeks in the Sunday Times Bestseller
list and has been optioned for TV by Baby Cow, and THE HUSBAND
HUNTERS has also been optioned by Poison Chef.

ALSO AVAILABLE
1939: THE LAST SEASON, SOCIETY'S QUEEN: THE LIFE OF EDITH,
MARCHIONESS OF LONDONDERRY; THE VICEROY'S DAUGHTERS,
DIANA MOSLEY, DEBS AT WAR, THE FISHING FLEET, MARGOT AT
WAR, THE HUSBAND HUNTERS

‘Anne de Courcy combines the perseverance of a social historian
with the panache of the novelist’ — The Times

‘De Courcy paints a rich canvas.’ — The Sunday Times

It is the 1930s, and Europe is rocked by political turmoil.   But
French Riviera’s reputation as the ‘it’ holiday resort for the rich and
famous is only growing. A host of influential figures, including
Winston Churchill, P.G. Wodehouse and Maxine Elliott, holiday
there; Coco Chanel visits her Roquebrune villa every year, usually
accompanied by one of her various lovers.

As war engulfs Europe, those living on the Riviera take little notice.
With its blue skies, warm seas, pine-scented woods and markets full
of fruit, vegetables and fresh fish, the idea of war seems unreal.
Yet when the German guns sound outside Paris in May 1940,
refugees begin to flood southwards.

In this richly researched piece, Anne de Courcy charts the history
of Chanel’s Riviera – from the golden heyday of the 1930s to its
occupation by Italian, and then German troops. Based on personal
interviews and archival evidence, this insightful book lays bare the
gritty underside below the Riviera’s glamorous exterior.

Anne de Courcy
CHANEL’S RIVIERA
History
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Agent Hattie Grunewald

WEL Wren & Rook 2019

Proposal available. Full ms
available November, approx 224
pages.

The inspirational stories of fifty women under the age of 21
who are committed to making the world a better place

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Lauren Sharkey is a journalist specialising in cultural issues and
women's rights. She began her career in the fashion industry before
moving to work at Yahoo where she covered a wide range of
lifestyle topics with the aim of inspiring the next generation. Her
journalistic work has recently been published by the likes of The
Daily Beast, The Cut, Refinery29 and Bustle.  After noticing the
efforts of young women but finding nowhere to publicise them, she
began the list that led to this book.

The last few years have seen more teenagers than ever at the
centre of politics and protest. From the young women sharing their
experiences of harassment on social media to the teenagers
advocating for gun control following the Florida shooting, people
are making their voices heard. On the political stage, the youth
vote can no longer be taken for granted, as the gathering force of
Momentum shows. Young people – and particularly young women –
are looking for more ways to get involved, and the stories in
ACTIVIST present fifty examples of the different ways anyone can
make a difference.

The individuals featured in ACTIVST are all young women who have
seen problems in the world around them and are fighting to fix
them. Each profile highlights their achievements, from Twitter
campaigns to life-saving apps, and gives a fascinating insight into
their motivations for becoming activists. Interspersed with eye-
opening facts and helpful advice, ACTIVIST, is a must-have for
young women who want to make a difference.

The book is laid out as a series of profiles of fifty young women
between the ages of 11 and 21, from across the globe – including
Saudi Arabia, Brazil, Mexico, Qatar and more. They come from a
range of religious, ethnic and economic backgrounds; some are
LGBT; some are disabled; some are active in arts and music, some
in science and technology. What unites them is a drive to improve
the lives of women like them.

Lauren Sharkey

ACTIVIST
Biography

Fifty Young Women Changing The World



RECENT
TITLES
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Sally Andrew divides her time between the Cape Town coast and a
nature reserve near Ladismith in the Klein Karoo, South Africa,
which she shares with her artist partner, a giant eland and a
secretive leopard.

Meet Tannie Maria: lovable cookery-writer-turned-agony-aunt —
and now sleuth! These engaging mysteries are gripping, sparkling
with humour and contain all Maria’s mouthwatering recipes.

When investigative journalist Zaba turns up at the Gazette offices
with a mystery for Maria to solve, the two become embroiled in a
race across the country that could put both their lives at risk. But
Zaba is keeping secrets, and ghosts from Maria’s past are coming
back to haunt her… Ms Dec 2018

PREVIOUS TITLES
#1 RECIPES FOR LOVE AND MURDER: Join Tannie Maria in her first
investigation, a delicious blend of murder, intrigue, romance — and
recipes! Widowed Tannie Maria writes the cookery column in the
Klein Karoo Gazette — and when that’s axed, must try her hand at
being an agony aunt. She does it the best way she knows how —
with love, and food. Then one of her correspondents is killed  —
and she thinks she knows who did it… 414pp.

#2 THE SATANIC MECHANIC: A land activist finds his life under
threat and Tannie Maria is determined to find out who wants to kill
him. Her new love, local policeman Henk, is keen to keep her out
of danger. But she's sure he's also hiding something. Can she solve
the puzzle of her own life and the traumas of the past too? 363pp.

The delectable Tannie Maria mystery series continues to
win hearts…

#1 RECIPES FOR LOVE & MURDER was a Kirkus Best Book of 2015; a
Wall Street Journal Best Mystery Book 2015; The Bookseller Fiction
Editor’s Choice 2015; Good Housekeeping Book of the Month 2015;
Oprah’s Bookclub ‘16 Books for 2016’; longlisted for Sunday Times
Fiction Prize 2016

‘Vivid, amusing and immensely enjoyable read about detection
(and cooking)… A triumph.’ — Alexander McCall Smith

‘Delightful, tender and funny.’ — Kirkus Starred Review

‘A culinary and linguistic treat… with a pleasing bite.’ — Cathy
Rentzenbrink, The Bookseller Editor's Choice

Agent Isobel Dixon

#2 THE SATANIC MECHANIC
UKexCan Canongate 2016
UK audio WF Howes 2017
ANZ Text 2016
SA Umuzi 2016
US Ecco Press 2017
Canada HarperCollins 2017

France Flammarion 2017
Germany Atrium 2017 | Holland
Orlando | Sweden Norstedts
2017 | Sweden audio Storytel
2017 | Turkey Ruhun Gidasi

Option publishers
Bulgaria Sluntse | Catalan Ara
Libres China Shanghai 99
Estonia Varrak | Israel Kinneret
Italy Guanda | Poland Otwarte
Spain Grijalbo

136,000 words

TV option BothWorlds

Sally Andrew
DEATH ON THE LIMPOPO

Crime
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Agent Tom Witcomb

UKexCan Faber Jan 2018
UK audio W F Howes Jun 2018

Italy SEM May 2018
Japan Hayakawa

432 pages

Tim Baker
CITY WITHOUT STARS
Thriller

A mesmerising, epic thriller of four bloody days

‘Too gripping to put down’ — Jake Kerridge, Sunday Express

‘Beautifully plotted, with excellent characterisation and a highly
developed social conscience, CITY WITHOUT STARS is an intelligent
thriller that moves at a breath-taking pace.’ — Nicholas Searle,
author of THE GOOD LIAR

For residents of Ciudad Real, the situation is desperate. A deadly
cartel war is erupting, despairing labour activists are about to take
social justice into their own hands, hundreds of women are
disappearing without trace, and a priest hovers on the frontier
between damnation and sainthood.

The most despairing acts are counterpoised with dark humour and
an unstinting faith in the redemptive power of human courage and
decency.

Its blistering pace, and morally ambiguous characters, will appeal
to audiences that made NARCOS and GOMORRAH international
sensations, as well as to fans of richly-imagined epic fiction such as
THE POWER OF THE DOG and BLOOD MERIDIAN.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Born in Sydney, Tim lived in Rome and Madrid before moving to
Paris where he wrote about jazz. He has worked as a writer on
international film projects, and won the Producers Guild of
America’s inaugural CoProShow Award. Twice shortlisted for CWA
Daggers, he currently lives in France. Recently named one of
‘Three Authors to Watch More Closely in the Future’ by Kirkus.

PRAISE FOR FEVER CITY
‘Remarkable. Inspired writing, memorable characters and an
exhilarating, all but overpowering story’ — Washington Post

‘Packed with tough-guy poetry, deeply felt emotions and startling
images. A superb debut. A direct hit’ — Spectator

‘A must-read’ — Daily Express

‘A blistering debut of great ambition and scope’ — Eva Dolan
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Agent Isobel Dixon

SA Penguin 2018
Afrikaans Penguin 2016

Option publishers
WEL Europa | Germany Luebbe
| Greece Metaixmo | Italy E/O

Film Three Rivers Fiction (TV
series in production 2018, tx
2019)

405 pages.

Karin Brynard
HOMELAND

Crime

Beeslaar is ready to resign and return to Joburg, where new work,
a baby daughter and chance to resolve things with the mother,
Gerda, await. But things do not go as planned and he is drawn into
burning issues around land rights, with lives at stake. Another
masterful multi-stranded crime thriller. 405pp.

PREVIOUS TITLES
#1. WEEPING WATERS (SA Penguin 2014; WEL Europa 2018)
WINNER: M-Net Literature Award, Film Category 2010
LONGLISTED Sunday Times Fiction Prize 2015, UJ Debut Prize 2009
‘A gripping read — taut, tense, mesmerising’ — Business Day

Beeslaar has abandoned city policing and a broken relationship for a
post on the edge of the Kalahari, where he battles to train and
connect with rookie cops Ghaap and Pyl. When a woman & her child
are murdered, he’s plunged into the intrigue and tensions of the
community, finding violence knows no geographical or ethnic bounds
— and that he has a lot to learn from his young colleagues. 512pp.

#2. OUR FATHERS (SA Penguin 2016; WEL Europa 2019)
Beeslaar’s winelands holiday goes awry when he is reluctantly drawn
into the investigation of a brutal death, as the formidable female
Captain Vuyokazi Quebeka leads the investigation into the murder of
a millionaire’s wife. Far to the north in Soweto, Ghaap finds himself
thrown in the deep end,when a pregnant woman and her toddler are
abducted. To find her he must confront a man of indescribable evil
and find great courage in the darkest of places. 504pp.

Richly textured crime series featuring Inspector Albertus
Beeslaar — a Wallander for South Africa

‘Brooding. Riveting. Brilliant.’ — Deon Meyer

'This arresting English-language debut from South African crime
author Brynard validates her reputation as “The Afrikaans Stieg
Larsson”.' — Jane Murphy, Booklist

‘An impressive debut novel. The picturesque backdrop, cast of
authentic characters, and knotty story line are more than satisfy-
ing.’ — Publishers Weekly

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
An experienced political correspondent before turning to writing,
Karin Brynard lives in Stellenbosch, South Africa.
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‘One of the most original historical novels of the year. By turns
macabre, funny, touching and oddly life-affirming, LITTLE is a
remarkable achievement.’ — Nick Rennison, The Sunday Times

‘An exquisitely disturbing treasure of a novel. Sensual, unassumingly
poignant, hilarious, heartbreaking, cruel, joyous: a triumph and one
of the most intoxicating novels I've read.’ — Sarah Schmidt

‘A brilliant love child of the kingdom of letters.’ — Immédiatement

‘Delightful, eccentric, heartfelt, surprising.’ — Eleanor Catton

The wry, macabre, unforgettable tale of an ambitious orphan in
Revolutionary Paris, befriended by royalty and radicals, who
transforms herself into the legendary Madame Tussaud.

In 1761, a tiny, odd-looking girl named Marie is born in a village in
Switzerland. After the death of her parents, she is apprenticed to
an eccentric wax sculptor and whisked off to the seamy streets of
Paris, where they meet a domineering widow and her quiet, pale
son. Together, they convert an abandoned monkey house into an
exhibition hall for wax heads, and the spectacle becomes a
sensation. As word of her artistic talent spreads, Marie is called to
Versailles, where she tutors a princess and saves Marie Antoinette
in childbirth. But outside the palace walls, Paris is roiling: The
revolutionary mob is demanding heads, and at the wax museum,
heads are what they do…

Edward Carey's revisionist history is a darkly endearing cavalcade
of a novel, a story of art, class, determination, and how we hold
on to what we love.

A tour de force of art and revolution, love and memory

Agent Isobel Dixon

UKexCan Gallic Books Oct 2018
US+Can Riverhead Oct 2018

Czech Argo | Germany Beck
Italy La Nave di Teseo | Japan
Sogensha | Russia Eksmo

430 pages

Edward CareyLITTLE
Literary

ALSO AVAILABLE
THE IREMONGER TRILOGY:
HEAP HOUSE, FOULSHAM, LUNGDON
(Film option: Brandish Productions)

OBSERVATORY MANSIONS, ALVA AND
IRVA

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Novelist, artist, playwright. His debut OBSERVATORY MANSIONS (with
his illustrations) was sold in 15 languages and was described by John
Fowles as ‘proving the potential brilliance of the novel form’. Born
in England, he teaches at the University of Austin, Texas.

Now completing FISH HOUSE, a brilliant re-telling of the Pinocchio
story, in the voice of Gepetto — from inside the shark that has
swallowed him (UK: Aardvark Bureau 2019; Italy: La Nave di Teseo
2018).
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Will Carver is the author of the acclaimed January David series
(UK: Arrow), who was featured in the Mammoth Book of Best
British Crime 11 alongside Lee Child, Simon Kernick and Val
McDermid.

‘I loved this book. A great blend of crime thriller and the darkest
imaginable domestic noir.’ — Sarah Pinborough

‘Totally addictive. Like Fight Club, only darker’ — S.J. Watson

‘Black-hearted noir. Disturbing and brilliant’ — Tom Wood

‘Possibly the most interesting and original writer in the crime-
fiction genre. Good Samaritans is dark, slick, gripping, and impos-
sible to put down. You'll be sucked in from the first page’ — Luca
Veste

Seth can’t sleep. He stays awake calling strangers, hoping to make
a connection, while his wife sleeps upstairs. A crossed wire finds
a suicidal Hadley on the line, thinking she is talking to The
Samaritans.

But a seemingly harmless, late-night hobby turns into something
more for them both, and soon their late-night chats are turning
into day-time meets. And then this dysfunctional love story turns
into something altogether darker, when Seth brings Hadley home.
Dead.

His wife, Maeve, can’t believe Seth’s done it again. Can’t believe
she’s trimming another person’s fingernails, scrubbing her with
bleach, burning her clothes, wrapping her in plastic. Can’t believe
the police on the news are getting it so wrong. Can’t believe she
and Seth are talking again, having sex. It might not be traditional
marriage counselling but it’s working. For now.

Because somebody saw Seth the night he killed Hadley. And he
wants something more than justice. He wants a taste.

GOOD SAMARITANS is cool, dark, and sexy, with a plot wound more
tightly than its characters. A highly original thriller, that plays
with and subverts the reader’s expectations, all leading to an
outstanding finale.

Will Carver
GOOD SAMARITANS

Thriller

Agent Tom Witcomb

UKexCan Orenda Nov 2018
UKexCan audio Bolinda Nov 2018

Previously published by
France Presses de la Cité
Turkey Pegasus

One crossed wire, three dead bodies & six bottles of bleach
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The perfect read for fans of Santa Montefiore and Victoria
Hislop.

‘A wonderfully rich web of intrigue and romance, love and betrayal
… I couldn’t put the book down.’ — Barbara Erskine

‘Beautifully written.’ — Woman and Home

‘A smashing storyteller.’ — Irish Times

When Carrie Stowe unexpectedly inherits her eccentric
grandmother’s Italian villa, it proves to be the perfect escape from
her oppressive husband Arthur, and she leaves for Tuscany.

Arriving in the midst of a violent storm, she discovers that she is not
alone in the villa. A young man is already there: her cousin Leo,
missing for years and believed dead.

As Carrie reads the secrets of her grandmother’s diaries and the
enchantment of the house exerts itself, she finds herself irresistibly
drawn to Leo. But what of her husband? And is Leo really who he
appears to be?

A UK Kindle Top 25 bestselling saga with an estimated
30,000 copies sold so far this year!

Agent Hattie Grunewald

WEL Canelo 2016
UKexCan audio Audible 2014

Translated into 10 languages,
rights now reverted.

284 pages

Teresa Crane
THE ITALIAN HOUSE
Romantic Historical

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Shortlisted for the Romantic Novel of the Year Award. A novelist
whose marvelously evocative sagas have been compared in style to
Catherine Cookson.

ALSO AVAILABLE
SIENA SUMMER, ICON OF GOLD and 13 other titles.
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Drew Davies was born in London and grew up in Whanganui, New
Zealand. He attended the Unitec School of Performing Arts in
Auckland and won a Playmarket New Zealand Young Playwright of
the Year award in 2000. After a brief stint on a kiwi soap, he has
worked in Search for the past 15 years. Drew’s other claim to fame
is that Stephen Fry once called him droll. Either that, or he got his
name wrong. He now lives in Wanstead, London, and is writing his
next book, THE DANISH WORD FOR JOY, for Bookouture.

‘A completely mesmerising, heart-warming and unforgettable
book!  Romantic, heart-breaking and life-affirming,’ — Stardust
Reviews

In a city of 8.8 million people, you’d be surprised. Surprised at
how many times your paths cross with that stranger you spotted
on the other side of the street. Surprised at how lonely living in
a busy city can feel. Surprised that falling in love — against all
the odds — is just about possible.

One day in London…

Daisy is rushing to work when a stranger riding a bicycle almost
knocks her over — and then asks for her number.

Jojo, a wife in her sixties, is trying desperately to win her beloved
husband back from his mistress.

Alex has recently lost his job and lies to his housemate about
where he goes every day.

Dylan, a teenage boy, lives with an illness which means he can’t
leave his bedroom — but which hasn’t stopped him falling in love.

These four total strangers — whose paths cross in the charming
and crazy city of London — have one thing in common. They’re all
looking for love and they’re totally hopeless at it. But that’s about
to change.

You might be able to find sex in the city, but love is the
ultimate prize… a debut rom-com from a sharp new talent

Agent Hattie Grunewald

WEL Bookouture Nov 2018

327 pages

Drew Davies
THE SHAPE OF US

Contemporary
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Michael Donkor was born in London in 1985. He read English at
Oxford, and later undertook a Masters in Creative Writing at Royal
Holloway. After working in publishing for a number of years, he
retrained as an English teacher in 2010. In 2014 Michael was selected
by Writers Centre Norwich for their Inspires Mentoring Scheme, and
worked with author and translator, Daniel Hahn.

‘Moving and funny, a big-hearted book that will stay with you.’ —
Alex Preston, Guardian ‘Best Fiction for 2018’

‘Arresting and textured… Donkor has a gift for succinct, piercing
description.’ — Observer New Review

While working as a housegirl in Ghana, bright, sensible Belinda is
offered the chance to leave Kumasi and her energetic young
friend, Mary, for a new life in London. However, this exciting
opportunity comes with a caveat: Belinda must exert a good
influence on the wayward Amma, the daughter of her hosts. When
Belinda arrives in this bewildering city and is reluctantly greeted
by a hostile Amma, the situation seems pretty hopeless and Belinda
doubts her decision to move, burying herself in work to quiet her
fears. But, slowly, the girls grow close and start to open up to each
other.

As they begin to have fun over the course of a hot London summer,
Belinda thrives in her surroundings and lets go of her anxieties,
before Amma reveals the reasons for her troubled behaviour:
Belinda is distraught by Amma’s revelation, and their friendship
falls apart. When Belinda is called to return to Kumasi for an
emergency, she must quickly decide her future on her own terms,
and work out where ‘home’ really is.

Fresh, funny and poignant, HOLD is a powerful debut and Michael
is a thrilling new literary talent — for fans of Zadie Smith and
AMERICANAH.

A spirited debut exploring friendship, identity and
sacrifice, from one of the Guardian New Faces of Fiction

Agent Juliet Pickering

UKexCan 4th Estate Jul 2018 (at
auction)

UK audio 4th Estate
US Picador Sep 2018
Film/TV rights optioned

Germany Editions Nautilus

308 pages

Michael Donkor
HOLD
Literary
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR
T.C. Farren is a prize-winning novelist and scriptwriter, based in
Cape Town. Her film script, HOTEL NOWHERE, a thriller about two
women who become ‘mules’ in the drug trafficking industry, has
recently been selected as a finalist in the Best of the Best
competition and the Moondance International Film Festival. She has
received acclaim and international festival attention for her
published novels and their screen adaptations (scripted by her too).

Malachi has survived a brutal attack by genocidaires: he has seen
loved ones slaughtered and his tongue has been cut out. Malachi
cannot speak, but he is far from dumb, though he keeps himself to
himself, tamping down the traumatic memories as he does mind-
numbing factory work. But then he is offered what he can’t refuse:
not just a handsomely paid job with a powerful pharmaceutical
company, but also a new tongue — and hope.

Hope soon turns to horror as he is flown out to an old oilrig off the
African coast and discovers that he is to be carer and jail-keeper
in a highly secretive organ farming operation. His captive charges,
he is assured, are all criminals — evil people deserving of death
row. They would die anyway. At least now the last days of their
lives are useful to those in greater need. Like Malachi.

But are the prisoner-donors all as bad as Frasier Pharmaceuticals
say? All communication is banned, but no one knows that Malachi
can read and write, and whispers reach his ears. The stories of the
desperate will not be silenced — not even his own. Covertly he
comes to know them, even the ones he fears, and as his own
memories gain force, he must make a choice — if he wants to try
to save one, he must save them all. And risk everything himself.

Malachi may have no tongue, but his is a voice you will never forget
— sharply ironic, vividly descriptive and leavened with humour,
every sense sharpened by his loss of speech. He is a compelling
guide through the twists and turns of a terrible dilemma, in this
darkly gripping but ultimately redemptive novel.

Riveting page-turner, for fans of NEVER LET ME GO, THE
CLOCKWORK ORANGE and THE WASP FACTORY

Agent Isobel Dixon

On UK Submission

SA Kwela Books May 2019
UKexCAN audio Bolinda

87,400 words

T.C. Farren
THE BOOK OF MALACHI

Literary Thriller
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Crime

KISS OF DEATH
Paul Finch

Dark, edge-of-your-seat, crime thriller from Sunday Times
bestseller

‘A born storyteller.’ — Peter James

‘A fast-paced, terrifying journey.’ — Rachel Abbott

‘Intense action.’ — L.A. Larkin

The Serial Crimes Unit is in the firing line, set to be disbanded as
result of police budget cuts.

The team then undertakes Operation Sledgehammer: the pursuit
of Britain’s 20 most wanted felons. As part of Sledgehammer, Heck
is partnered with an officer with whom he had a very brief
relationship. They are sent after a notorious killer who dropped
out of sight two years ago.

What they uncover is unimaginable: the ‘most wanted’ criminals
on their list have already died. A vigilante ring is abducting them
and fighting them to the death in gladiatorial combat. After a
tense showdown SCU manages to bust the ring. Their continued
existence is secured.

But, at a party to celebrate their successes, two masked assassins
attack the party, mowing down the squad with submachine guns.
The fatalities are huge, and after Heck gives chase with his ex,
Gemma, they are ambushed and another fatality is added to the
list. Gemma is killed. The killers escape.

And as the only surviving member of the party, Heck’s now the
number one suspect.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
A former cop, journalist, and screenwriter, Paul’s Heck series has
sold over 750,000 copies worldwide. STALKERS was an instant
bestseller, and the follow up, SACRIFICE, was the most pre-ordered
book in Harper Collins history.

STRANGERS, the first in Paul’s female-led Lucy Clayburn series was
a Sunday Times Bestseller.

ALSO AVAILABLE:
Heck series: STALKERS, SACRIFICE, THE KILLING CLUB, DEAD MAN
WALKING, HUNTED, ASHES TO ASHES

Lucy Clayburn series: STRANGERS, SHADOWS

Agent Tom Witcomb

WEL Avon Aug 2018
Germany Piper

Option Publishers
Croatia Znanje | Czech Domino
Italy TEA  | Japan Hayakawa
Poland Albatros | Turkey
Pegasus

464 pages
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MASTER OF WAR SERIES
Historical

David Gilman

Agent Isobel Dixon

WEL Head of Zeus Feb 2018

Germany Rowohlt 2018

Option Publishers
Brazil Figurati | Czech Brana
Hungary IPC | Italy Longanesi
Russia Eksmo | Spain Edhasa
UK audio WF Howes

480 pages

The MASTER OF WAR series has sold over 350,000 copies,
with Book 4, VIPER’S BLOOD at #6 on Der Spiegel list in 2018

‘Packed full of intrigue, adventure and excitement…A perfect read
for fans of Bernard Cornwell.’ — Historical Novel Review

‘The battle scenes are so realistic it is almost like time-travelling…
Thomas is an incredibly appealing and sympathetic character. And
the level of suspense is ratcheted up to a truly brutal level.’ —
Sharon Kay Penman

‘Page-turning and gritty.’ — Daily Mail

MASTER OF WAR follows Thomas Blackstone, stonemason and
forced conscript in the Hundred  Years’ War as he fights his way
from humble longbowman to Knight of the Realm.

It is not a smooth journey: it will see Blackstone broken, betrayed
and exiled; it will see his friends and family hunted and murdered;
he will clash with medieval Europe's most infamous rulers and earn
their undying enmity. Only his skill at arms will keep him alive…

Moving between England, France and Italy, the first five books in
the series offer twists and turns, brilliant battle scenes and a
richly nuanced cast of characters, with Blackstone’s courageous
band of brothers always firmly at the heart of it all.

Head of Zeus have published MASTER OF WAR, DEFIANT UNTO
DEATH, GATE OF THE DEAD, VIPER’S BLOOD and SCOURGE OF
WOLVES and have signed two more MASTER OF WAR titles, CROSS
OF FIRE for delivery in 2019 and the next in 2021.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
David Gilman was a soldier before becoming an award-winning
screenwriter. He also writes youth fiction (THE DANGER ZONE
trilogy and MONKEY & ME) and is the author of the striking
historical standalones THE LAST HORSEMAN (UKexCan: Head of
Zeus; Germany: Rowohlt), shortlisted for the Wilbur Smith Prize
2017 and NIGHT FLIGHT TO PARIS, an exciting World War II  thriller.
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THE ENGLISHMAN
Thriller

David Gilman

Agent Isobel Dixon

ON UK SUBMISSION

Option Publishers
Germany Rowohlt

100,000 words

A nail-biting international thriller with a powerful new
hero — ex-Legionnaire Raglan, the Englishman…

A vicious Russian killer is on the hunt in London. His target is
Jeremy Summers, a British banker with a secret that could unravel
MI6 intelligence sources involved in the war against drug-funded
terrorism. As Summers and his son set off with their driver, an
ambush awaits – the driver is killed and the son runs, sent to a
hiding place, with desperate instructions from his father, who is
snatched and held prisoner. Police and intelligence resources
throw their net wide, but as the hours slip by and Summers’
chances of survival dwindle, they are forced to bring in an
outsider, but someone who knows Summers well. Raglan – a rogue
Englishman who served in the French Foreign Legion. Someone
skilled, experienced, but unaccountable – and sometimes unpre-
dictable. And when a female Russian cop arrives in London the
stakes suddenly become much higher…

From seeds sown in a little-known war in Central Africa to the
streets of London and then to Warsaw, the chase is on as the killer
is discovered in the winter-ravaged wasteland of a remote Russian
penal colony. A place that holds Russia’s most brutal murderers. A
place of death and retribution. Of no escape. Raglan may be able
to find his way in – but can he manage to get out, alive?

David Gilman is known for the cinematic and pacy quality of his
writing, from his epic bestselling MASTER OF WAR series, to his
acclaimed standalones THE LAST HORSEMAN (shortlisted for the
Wilbur Smith Prize) and NIGHT FLIGHT TO PARIS, his recent
exciting World War II thriller. Now, with THE ENGLISHMAN, and
more to follow in a proposed series, Gilman raises the stakes for
his readers worldwide. A brilliant new direction for a writer who
never disappoints.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
David Gilman was a soldier before becoming an award-winning
screenwriter. He also writes youth fiction.
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THE MURDERER’S APPRENTICE
Crime

Ann Granger

Agent Isobel Dixon

UK+Can Headline 2019

Germany Luebbe

Option publishers
US Canelo
Czech Moba
Estonia Varrak
France 10/18

87,000 words

ALSO AVAILABLE
MITCHELL & MARKBY series (First
Cotswolds series): 15 titles
CAMPBELL & CARTER series: 6
titles
LIZZY MARTIN series (Victorian
Crime): 7 titles
FRAN VARADY series
(Contemporary London): 7 titles

The new novel in Granger’s Victorian crime series,
featuring Inspector Ben Ross

‘Classic — understated humour, a nice ear for dialogue.’ — The Times

‘Anyone who enjoys crime stories featuring credible characters in
action in a recognizable real world will lap up the work of Ann
Granger.’ — Oxford Mail

London is in the grip of fog and ice. Who would think it would soon
be spring? But Ben Ross has more than the weather to worry about.
The body of a young girl has been discovered in the back yard refuse
bin of a restaurant. Ben must first establish who she is before he
can find out how her body came to be there.

His enquiries lead him first to Salisbury and then to Yorkshire. His
wife, Lizzie, is also busy investigating the mystery of a young
woman who sits at a window, apparently sketching the street
below, but who never leaves the house.

Recently published in the Campbell & Carter series:
AN UNFINISHED MURDER
Mitchell and Markby come out of retirement to crack a cold case...

As children, Josh  and his sister stumbled across a dead body, but
neither of them told a soul. Now, twenty years later, Josh finds
the dead woman's charm bracelet among his sister's possessions.

He tells his trusted friend, Retired Superintendent Alan Markby —
who immediately recognises the details of the case as one he
never sold. Joining forces with Superintendent Ian Carter, who
also investigated the original case, and Inspector Jess Campbell,
Markby is determined to catch a killer who almost got away with
murder. 320pp.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Headline have published more than 30 of Ann Granger’s crime
novels across several series. She enters the Top 5 of the German
bestseller list with almost every novel. More than 6 million books
in print in English and German.
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Lucy Hay is a screenwriter and blogger who helps writers via her
Bang2write consultancy, which has over 10,000 twitter followers.
Her YA novel THE DECISION was published in German by Rowohlt
and is available in English along with its follow up, on Amazon. She
has also written several guides to writing screenplays, published
by Kamera Books.

Agent Hattie Grunewald

WEL Orenda Jul 2018

304 pages

L.V. Hay
DO NO HARM
Thriller

FATAL ATTRACTION for the modern age with a twist you
won’t see coming!

Praise for THE OTHER TWIN:

‘Sharp confident writing, as dark and twisty as the Brighton
Lanes.’ —  Peter James, author of the Roy Grace novels

‘Superb, up-to-the-minute thriller and an amazing crime debut.
Prepare to be seriously disturbed.’ — Paul Finch, author of STALK-
ERS

‘An unsettling whirlwind of a novel with a startlingly dark core.’ —
Sun

Divorced father Maxwell will stop at nothing to see the return of
his ex-wife Lily and 12-year-old Denny, when Lily remarries, even
if it means murder...

After leaving her marriage to jealous, possessive oncologist
Maxwell, Lily and her six-year-old son have a second chance at
happiness with headteacher Sebastian. Kind but vulnerable,
Sebastian is the polar opposite of Maxwell, and the perfect match
for Lily. After a whirlwind romance, they marry, and that's when
things start to go wrong... Maxwell returns to the scene,
determined to win back his family, and events soon spiral out of
control. Lily and Sebastian find themselves not only fighting for
their relationship, but also their lives…

Chilling, dark and terrifying, DO NO HARM is a taut psychological
thriller and a study of obsession, with a killer twist.
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Crime

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Winner: Prix POLAR International (2006); Le Prix Coeur Noir
(2007); ITV3 Crime Awards ‘People’s Bestseller Dagger’ (2011); Dr.
Lector Award for Scariest Villain at Theakstons Old Peculier Crime
Festival (2015); ‘Best Crime Writer of All Time’ as voted by
readers on W.H. Smiths’ Blog; CWA Diamond Dagger 2016 for
‘Sustained Excellence’ and Specsavers Honorary Platinum
Bestseller Award 2018.

Author of eleven #1 bestsellers, both Roy Grace novels and
standalones (full list available), with 19 million copies of his work
sold worldwide and many books optioned for film and TV.

PERFECT PEOPLE was shortlisted for the Wellcome Prize. Several
of the Roy Grace novels have been adapted for the stage, with
sell-out tours around the UK, with THE HOUSE ON COLD HILL in
theatres in 2019. Peter will deliver the sequel to this spine-tingling
ghost story in April 2018. Orion have also re-issued his classic

chillers with audio editions for the first time, with the 20th

anniversary edition of THE TRUTH out in February 2018. His
international thriller ABSOLUTE PROOF is also published in
October 2018.

‘Sinister and riveting… Peter James is one of the best British crime
writers, and therefore one of the best in the world.’ — Lee Child

‘Peter James has penetrated the inner workings of police
procedures, and the inner thoughts and attitudes of real
detectives, as no English crime writer before him.’ — The Times

Shortly after Kipp Brown and his teenage son, Mungo, arrive at
Brighton’s Amex stadium for their team's biggest-ever football
game, Mungo disappears. Then Kipp receives a text with a ransom
demand and a warning not to go to the police if he and his wife
want to see their son alive again. But Kipp is not nearly as flush
with cash as he suggests. And as a massive covert manhunt for the
boy and his kidnappers begins, Detective Superintendent Roy
Grace also starts to realize that not all is what it seems.…

The Roy Grace series is optioned for TV.

Peter James
DEAD IF YOU DON’T

Agent Isobel Dixon

WEL Macmillan May 2018

Finland Minerva | France Fleuve
Noir | Germany Scherz | Israel
Kor’im  | Russia Eksmo

Option publishers
Bulgaria Pro Book | China Yilin
Press | Croatia Opus Gradna
Czech Brana | Denmark Cicero
Greece Hartini Poli | Holland De
Fontein Hungary General Press
Italy Longanesi | Lithuania
Jotema |Norway Vigmostad
Poland Albatros | Sweden
Massolit | Sweden audio
Storytel | Serbia Evro Giunti

Peter James has been translated
into 37 languages

400 pages

TV Second Act Productions

A parent’s worst nightmare becomes Roy Grace’s deadliest
case yet…
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Tomasz Jedrowski
Tender and passionate literary debut causing an
international stir

Ludwig is an anxious and disillusioned student, made to attend an
agricultural camp before he can graduate, when he meets the
seemingly less conflicted Janusz. They bond over an illicit copy of
James Baldwin’s GIOVANNI’S ROOM, and share a brief, precious
intimacy in the countryside, away from society’s constraints — but
once back in Warsaw their differing responses to the regime start
to pull at them.

While Ludwig is drawn towards impulsive acts of political protest,
Janusz’s ambitions take shape, first in the form of a role at a
government ministry, then in a growing friendship with Hania, the
open-hearted daughter of a senior Party official.

Reluctantly at first, Ludwig is pulled by Janusz into the world of the
children of the ruling elite — a world free of shortages, with access
to Western goods, and dacha parties — until one riotous weekend
when he is painfully confronted by the compromises he is making.
Seeking a visa to leave for the West, Ludwig finds he is on a
government watchlist of homosexuals and, facing blackmail by an
official, knows that only an act of betrayal or his unwitting rival
Hania can help him.

SWIMMING IN THE DARK is framed by passages set a few years later
in New York: as Ludwig listens on the radio to the news of Poland
falling under martial law, he tries to come to terms with his past
and find a way forward, reflecting on the limits of love in an
oppressive society.

Literary

Agent Samuel Hodder

UKexCan Bloomsbury 2020 (at
auction)
UK+BC audio Audible
US+Can William Morrow 2020
(pre-empt)

Czech Odeon | Germany
Hoffmann und Campe | Holland
Meulenhoff | Italy Edizioni E/O

58,000 words ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Tomasz was born in West Germany to Polish parents, but has lived
in several countries, speaks five languages and is a graduate of
Cambridge University and Université de Paris. He currently lives in
Warsaw, exploring local history, national identity, ecology and
fashion. SWIMMING IN THE DARK is his first novel.

SWIMMING IN THE DARK
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Charles Lambert
Raw, provocative and deeply moving — a novel for fans of
Edward St Aubyn or Alan Hollinghurst

‘A writer who never ceases to surprise.’ — Jenny Offill

‘Charles Lambert is a seriously good writer.’ — Beryl Bainbridge

‘Charles Lambert could one day attain classic status.’ — Maggie Gee

With darkly polished prose and acute psychological insights, shot
through with threads of black humour, PRODIGAL explores the
question of death, the nature of trust and what we do to one
another in the name of love.

A searing story of the complexities of familial love told across three
timelines, PRODIGAL plunges readers into the irregular life of
Jeremy: a man in his late 50s trying to scrape together a living in
Paris, writing erotica. When his estranged older sister calls to tell
him that their father is on his deathbed, Jeremy reluctantly travels
back to his family home in Whitstable. Confronted with a world
that he was eager to escape, his return marks the start of an
emotionally-fraught journey into his — and Rachel’s — past.

This reawakening of shared childhood experience leads the siblings
on a journey rife with misunderstanding and revelation, duplicity
and confession, all culminating in a precarious reconciliation.

Literary

Agent Isobel Dixon

UKexCan Gallic Books Sep 2018

Option publishers
France Anne Carriere

320 pages
ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Born in England, Charles Lambert teaches in Rome. He is a prize-
winning short fiction writer as well as an acclaimed novelist.

ALSO AVAILABLE
TWO DARK TALES: THE NICHE & JACK SQUAT, THE CHILDREN’S
HOME, WITH A ZERO AT ITS HEART (memoir), PRODIGAL, THE
ROME TRILOGY (ANY HUMAN FACE, THE VIEW FROM THE TOWER,
THE FOLDING WORLD), THE SCENT OF CINNAMON, LITTLE
MONSTERS

PRODIGAL
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FOREVER 27
Contemporary

Agent Hattie Grunewald

WEL Bookouture 2019

Option publishers
Germany Insel

60,500 words

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
When Catherine Miller became a mum to twins, she decided her
hands weren't full enough so wrote a novel with every spare
moment she managed to find. Her debut novel, WAITING FOR YOU,
came out in March 2016, with ALL THAT IS LEFT OF US following in
Autumn. In 2015 she won the Katie Fforde bursary, was a finalist in
the London Book Fair Write Stuff Competition and highly
commended in Woman magazine's writing competition.

ALSO AVAILABLE
THE GIN SHACK ON THE BEACH and CHRISTMAS AT THE GIN SHACK

Esther and Nathan are both twenty-seven years old when they
meet — in a doctor’s waiting room, about to be screened for breast
cancer.

Nathan has been haunted all his life by a recurring dream — in
which he is 27 years old, unable to breathe, lying in a hospital bed.
Convinced that the dream is prophetic, he has always lived in the
moment — working as a skydiving instructor, travelling, never
committing to a relationship.

Esther, however, has been a carer for her disabled mother since
she was a child. She’s lived her life for others — tied to her home,
avoiding relationships and never daring to think about what she
might do, given the opportunity.

Brought to face their own mortality, the pair strike a tentative
friendship. Can they each help the other to think bigger and step
outside their comfort zone? And will they be able to follow their
hearts before it’s too late?

A tear-jerking romance for fans of ME BEFORE YOU and THE
FAULT IN OUR STARS

Catherine Miller
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THE DEVIL’S HIGHWAY
Literary

Gregory Norminton
A dazzling literary novel for fans of Paul Kingsnorth,
Russell Hoban, Margaret Atwood and William Golding

‘A work of staggering imagination, of unflinching acuity, powerful,
poetic and profound.’ — Jay Griffiths, author of WILD

‘A striking and dazzlingly poetic meditation on the resonance of
place, conflict and kinship. Unfurling like a time-lapse flower
across three thousand years, Norminton's skilfully-wrought novel is
a memorable and thought-provoking read.’ — Liz Jensen

‘It's brilliant. The best treatment of climate change in fiction I've
come across. A powerful, essential novel.’ — George Monbiot

‘A brilliant deep-time meditation on how landscapes hold — and
conceal — meanings.’ — Robert Macfarlane, Resurgence &
Ecologist ‘Books of the Year’

One Roman road, over three thousand years and the many
meanings of one place over generations, in a novel of elegy,
prophecy and great power. An ancient British boy, discovering a
terrorist plot, must choose between his brother and his tribe. In
the twenty-first century, two men — one damaged by war, another
by divorce — clash over their differing claims on the land, and a
young girl is caught between them. In the distant future, a gang of
feral children struggles to reach safety in a burning world.

A humane vision and virtuoso writing, in an extraordinary return
by this superb writer.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Gregory Norminton trained as an actor, and is the author of four
acclaimed novels published by Sceptre. Comma Press published his
first short story collection, THE GHOST WHO BLED, in 2017. He
teaches Creative Writing and English at Manchester Metropolitan
University.

ALSO AVAILABLE
THE GHOST WHO BLED (short story collection), GHOST PORTRAIT,
SERIOUS THINGS, ARTS AND WONDERS, THE SHIP OF FOOLS.

Agent Isobel Dixon

UKexCan 4th Estate Jan 2018

211 pages

Catherine Miller
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HER HUSBAND’S MISTAKE
Contemporary

Sheila O’Flanagan
The riveting new novel from No. 1 bestselling author Sheila
O'Flanagan.

Should a woman be ready to forgive and forget to save her
marriage? Roxy's not so sure... When Roxy comes home
unexpectedly one day to give her husband Dave a lovely surprise,
it's Roxy who gets shock of her life. And all she wants to do is run
away.

While her mum is happy to give Roxy and her two children a home,
Roxy knows she has to face up to what's happened and decide:
forgive and forget, or bring an end to a decade-long marriage.
Surely the right thing is to get over it — that's what Dave thinks,
once he's apologised. After all, it's just one mistake...

As Roxy's driving job takes her around the glorious Irish
countryside, giving her glimpses of other lives and relationships,
she finds it's not so simple. Especially when another secret starts
to emerge. Her friends and family all know what they'd do — but
they're not Roxy...

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Sheila O’Flanagan’s novels spend many weeks at No 1 in Ireland
and in the top 5 UK bestseller charts. Her books have sold over 7.5
million copies in English alone. Now writing a further novel for
Headline.

ALSO AVAILABLE
23 other bestselling novels and 3 short story collections including
ISOBEL’S WEDDING, IF YOU WERE ME, MY MOTHER’S SECRET and
THE MISSING WIFE. Headline published the paperback of THE
MISSING WIFE in 2017 with record sales and Grand Central
published in the US in February 2018. Sheila is also author of the
middle grade fantasy THE CRYSTAL RUN, followed by THE
CRYSTAL RUN: SHIELD OF LIES (Hodder Children) in 2018.

Following the successful re-issue of the Irish bestselling short story
collection CHRISTMAS WITH YOU (formerly A SEASON TO
REMEMBER), Headline are re-issuing Sheila’s summer short stories
in THE MOMENT WE MEET, with a new introduction by Sheila, in
October 2018.

Agent Isobel Dixon

WEL Headline March 2019

Option Publishers
Czech Rep Brana | Croatia VBZ
Estonia Varrak | Germany Insel
Hungary Alexandra | Italy
Fanucci | Norway Panta Forlag
Poland audio Storyside | Russia
AST | Sweden LB Forlag Sweden
audio Storyside | Turkey Epsilon

119,000 words

‘O'Flanagan is one of our best-known, best-loved and most prolific
women's fiction authors.’ — Irish Independent
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Sheila O’Flanagan
A STRANGER TO TEARS

Literary

One of the Caribbean’s finest writers returns with a
magical, utterly original and heartbreaking love story

‘Monique Roffey is a writer of verve, vibrancy and compassion, and
her work is always a joy to read.’ — Sarah Hall

‘Monique Roffey is a fearless writer.’ — Kapka Kassabova

A vivid and moving story of love and loss, family and friendship in
a tiny Caribbean island community.

Off the island of St Constance a fisherman sings to himself in his
pirogue, waiting for a catch — but attracts a sea-dweller he
doesn’t expect. Aycayia, a beautiful young woman cursed to live
as a mermaid, has been swimming the Caribbean Sea for centuries.
And she is entranced by David and his song.

But when she hears his boat’s engine again and follows it, she finds
herself at the mercy of American sports fishermen and after a
fearsome battle, she is caught and strung up on the dock as a
trophy. It is David who rescues her, and slowly, gently wins her
trust — as slowly, painfully, she starts to transform into a woman
again. But transformations are not always permanent, and
jealousy, like love, can have the force of a hurricane, but last
much longer…

Interwoven with David and Aycayia’s love story is that of Miss
Arcadia Rain, the white landowner, bringing up her deaf son.
Rivalries and affections in both family and community are brought
brilliantly to life, without sentimentality or whimsy. A triumph.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Monique Roffey is an award-winning novelist. HOUSE OF ASHES
(Scribner UK) was shortlisted for the Costa and the BOCAS Prize.
ARCHIPELAGO, winner of the OCM BOCAS prize for Caribbean
Literature, was published by Scribner in the UK, Viking in the US,
and translated into 5 languages.  Her second novel THE WHITE
WOMAN ON THE GREEN BICYCLE was shortlisted for the Orange
Prize and the Encore Prize, among other accolades.

ALSO AVAILABLE
THE TRYST, HOUSE OF ASHES, ARCHIPELAGO, WITH THE KISSES OF
HIS MOUTH (memoir), THE WHITE WOMAN ON THE GREEN BICYCLE,
SUN DOG.

Monique Roffey

Agent Isobel Dixon

UKxCan Peepal Tree Press

71,000 words
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Historical

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Julian Stockwin joined a tough sea-training school at 14, followed
by the Royal Navy, transferring to the Royal Australian Navy when
his family emigrated. He saw service in the Far East, the Antarctic,
South Seas and Vietnam, and was on board Melbourne at the time
of its disastrous peace time collision with Voyager. He later
worked for NATO on the strategic deployment of merchant
shipping. His work has been shortlisted for the Mountbatten
Maritime Literary Award.

Agent Isobel Dixon

WEL + audio Hodder Nov 2018

Option publishers
Czech Brana

400 pages

Action-packed 21st novel (overtaking Patrick O’Brian’s
record) from the greatest living writer of maritime fiction

Julian Stockwin MBE
A SEA OF GOLD

ALSO AVAILABLE
KYDD series 1-20, the first series to highlight the common seaman
in the great age of fighting sail. Each one develops both the
historical background of the Napoleonic era, but also Thomas
Kydd’s growth in stature and wisdom, and the vicissitudes of his
life and love.
STANDALONES: THE POWDER OF DEATH, THE SILK TREE

‘In Stockwin's hands the sea story will continue to entrance readers
across the world.’ — Guardian

‘Tension surges through A SEA OF GOLD…In this rousing yarn,
Stockwin again raises naval fiction to a new level.’ — Quarterdeck

1809. After his heroic actions during the retreat to Corunna,
Captain Sir Thomas Kydd is the toast of London society. Here he
falls in with the legendary frigate captain, Lord Thomas Cochrane.

So begins a relationship, professional and personal, that will be
unlike any that Kydd has known: a relationship that will lead him,
almost simultaneously, to first glory, then ruin.

The French fleet is massing in the Basque Roads in a near
impenetrable position. The Admiralty orders Cochrane to command
an attack, to the chagrin of more senior officers who object to
being overlooked and Cochrane's reputation for daring. Cochrane
insists that his new friend, Kydd, is in the forefront of the assault
armada, a motley collection of rocket, bomb and fire ships that will
set the anchorage ablaze — this despite Kydd's almost pathological
fear of fire.
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Literary

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Award-winning, critically-acclaimed author of a prestigious body of
literary work. Published in ten international markets, Ivan lives in
Johannesburg, where he is a Distinguished Professor in Creative
Writing at the University of the Witwatersrand. He has won and
been shortlisted for South Africa’s most prestigious prizes and was
awarded the Windham Campbell Prize 2015.

Agent Isobel Dixon

On UK + US Submission

SA Random House Feb 2019

Ivan Vladislavić has been
translated into 8 languages

77,577 words

‘Then again, my brother’s need to be someone else never goes
away. He becomes a writer. You can see the catastrophe coming
down the pike.’

A novel on one level about boxing and a writer’s boyhood obsession
with Cassius Clay, who became Muhammad Ali, THE DISTANCE
opens up into an unforgettable work on collecting, brotherhood,
growing up and the art of writing itself.

A multi-layered novel, told in the wry voice of a man observing and
remembering his younger brother’s fascination with Muhammad
Ali, THE DISTANCE evokes the power of the boxing ring and the
creation of a legend. Deftly, delicately, but with cumulative power
(‘float like a butterfly, sting like a bee’…), the novel also explores
youth and ageing, strength and disease, and of course questions of
race, belief and politics.

THE DISTANCE has been long-awaited and is worth every moment
of the anticipation.

Much-anticipated novel from one of literature’s finest,
exploring writing, obsession, boxing — & Muhammad Ali

‘Mysterious, lyrical and wickedly funny. Vladislavić is one of the
most significant writers working in English today. Everyone should
read him.’ — Katie Kitamura

‘Vladislavić is internationally recognized as one of South Africa’s
most significant living writers.’ — Kenyon Review

Ivan Vladislavić
THE DISTANCE

ALSO AVAILABLE
DOUBLE NEGATIVE, THE RESTLESS SUPERMARKET, 101 DETECTIVES
(published by And Other Stories in UK), A LABOUR OF MOLES,
FLASHBACK HOTEL (PROPAGANDA BY MONUMENTS & MISSING
PERSONS combined, US edition out from Archipelago in February
2019), THE FOLLY, THE LOSS LIBRARY, PORTRAIT WITH KEYS
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Agent Juliet Pickering

UKexCan 4th Estate Jul 2018

UKexCan audio 4th Estate Jul
2018

Brazil Primavera Editorial

368 pages

Featured in ‘Ultimate Summer Books Round-Up’, Elle and ‘6 Fe-
male Writers to Read In 2018’, Vogue

‘The book is a gift for anyone who wants to better understand what
Black women and girls are up against and the tremendous
resources they draw upon as they make their way in the world’ —
Sheryl Sandberg, COO of Facebook and founder of LeanIn.Org and
OptionB.Org

‘A cultural landmark… without a doubt, the most engaging analysis
ever to have reached publication of why it is that black British
women still feel, in Adegoke’s words, “tattooed with our
otherness.”’ — 5-star review, Corinne Corrodus, The Telegraph

SLAY IN YOUR LANE is for a new generation of women of colour who
want success in every area of their lives: in the workplace, love,
sex, representation, and more. It’s about recognising and
celebrating the strides women of colour have made so far,
inspiring those who want to follow them and challenging
complacency and status quo to forge a better, visible future. For
women who want to make Lemonade out of lemons, like Beyonce.

Infectiously smart, funny and furious, Yomi and Elizabeth
despaired at the lack of inspirational writing for young women like
them. SLAY IN YOUR LANE is the answer. Leading the reader from
the end of school to her early 30s, Yomi and Elizabeth jump into
the conversation on behalf of their friends and themselves,
tackling issues unique to being young, female and black.
Interviewing over 40 successful women across various vocations,
SLAY IN YOUR LANE is full of life advice and a rallying cry for
change.

An inspirational, important book for young women: had
nine publishers bidding at auction

ABOUT THE AUTHORS
Yomi Adegoke has written for The Guardian, The Telegraph, The
Huffington Post, The Independent and The Debrief, amongst
others. She has been nominated for an Online Media Award, and
two Comment Awards. She has appeared on BBC Breakfast, London
Live, BBC Woman’s Hour, BBC Drivetime, Sky News and BBC Radio
4.

Elizabeth Uviebinene is a Politics graduate from Warwick
University. After stints at Ernst & Young and Deutsche Bank,
Elizabeth now works at HSBC.

SLAY IN YOUR LANE
Yomi Adegoke and Elizabeth Uviebinene

Memoir
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Agent Hattie Grunewald

UK+Can Linen Press Sep 2018

210 pages

A moving and deeply personal memoir of abuse and trauma
— a work of love and creativity, fury and grief

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Clare Best has worked as a bookbinder, a bookseller, an editor and
a Creative Writing teacher.

Clare is a prize-winning poet and the author of five poetry
publications: TREASURE GROUND (HappenStance, 2009);
BREASTLESS (Pighog, 2011); EXCISIONS (Waterloo, 2011) Shortlisted
for the Seamus Heaney Centre Prize 2012; CELL (Frogmore, 2015);
SPRINGLINES (Little Toller, 2017). She has presented her
autobiographical project ‘Self-portrait without Breasts’ to
audiences in Ireland, Canada and the USA as well as across the UK.

Clare lives near the Suffolk coast with her husband and their
whippet.

‘A tapestry of time — brightly coloured, beautifully orchestrated,
emotionally pure.’ — Andrew O’Hagan

Finalist in the Mslexia Memoir Competition 2014

When Clare’s father is diagnosed with cancer, he asks her to record
his memories in the final stages of his life. Armed with a tape
recorder, she sets out with both curiosity and trepidation to hear
him tell his story — for there are parts of their shared life that she
both wishes and fears he might explain to her. As his condition
deteriorates, Clare weaves her father’s edited footage of their
family life and her childhood with her own fragmented memories,
her father’s lists and his unbending and sometimes unspoken rules.
Together these elements build into a striking and unforgettable
portrait of fractured lives and a trauma that moves between
generations, as Clare confronts her early experience of abuse by
her father, finding at last a way to say ‘no’ and ‘goodbye’ and then
a resounding ‘yes’ — reclaiming her own life.

THE MISSING LIST is — in Clare’s words — a work of love and
creativity, of fury and grief. It is also a work of healing, exploring
with thought-provoking power the redemptive effects of reflection
and writing.

With resonances of Kathryn Harrison’s THE KISS, John Burnside’s A
LIE ABOUT MY FATHER and Jeanette Winterson’s WHY BE HAPPY
WHEN YOU COULD BE NORMAL?, this book will appeal to readers
who appreciate honest, finely-written memoir.

Clare Best
THE MISSING LIST

Memoir
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Agent Hattie Grunewald

WEL Octopus Feb 2019

84,000 words

Debunking the myths around clean eating and providing
positive guidance, the essential guide for the troubled eater

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
NOT PLANT BASED is a blog for the troubled eater co-edited by
writers and journalists Laura Dennison and Eve Simmons. NOT
PLANT BASED was founded by Laura, after years of troubled eating
led her to conclude that really, she will always love ALL food. Both
Laura and Eve have suffered from eating disorders and are telling
their stories to dispel dietary myths and help others reignite their
passion with the grub they love, with the help of professional
dietitians and medical experts.

Laura Dennison is a journalist and writer. She previously worked as
a digital reporter at the Press Association for two years. Eve
Simmons is the Deputy Health Editor for the Mail on Sunday and
previously worked at the Sun, and has contributed to publications
such as Grazia, VICE, The Debrief, The Daily Mail, The Telegraph,
The Evening Standard and The Financial Times.

The definition of 'healthy eating' has been chewed up, spat out and
re-digested enough times to make Joe Public give up and seek out
their nearest branch of McDonald's. Our mindless obsession with
eating 'right' is such that we're now more concerned about what our
Instagram followers think of a poorly lit picture of our dinner than
we are of its effect on our own palate. Or, indeed, our happiness.
We seem to be living in a time where we no longer eat with our
hearts, emotions or heritage — but with what our waistlines (and
followers) in mind.

Not Plant Based are on a mission to help you love food again. The
principle is very simple: eat what you like and don't worry about it.
It's a menu that's especially delicious, 'guilt-free' and requires a hell
of a lot less money spent in health food shops. Throughout the
book, Laura and Eve call on experts to debunk myths and provide a
balanced exploration of our attitude towards food, with some
delicious recipes thrown in along the way. They discuss their own
experiences of eating disorders and offer personal tips and coping
mechanisms to help rid you of anxiety linked to food. No one is
saying healthy eating is bad; there is simply a lot of misleading
information out there. More to the point, food is so much more in
the grand scheme of life than health: it's family, friends,
enjoyment and memories.

So go on, take a bite out of HOW TO EAT EVERYTHING and learn to
love your food all over again. It's SO mouth-wateringly good — we
bet you'll be back for seconds.

Laura Dennison & Eve Simmons
HOW TO EAT EVERYTHING
Self-help
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Agent Hattie Grunewald

UK+Can Piatkus 2017
US Penguin Sep 2018

Arabic Jarir Books | Germany
Riva | Korea Moving Library
Portugal Nascente | Serbia Evro
Book | Spain PRH Mexico
Taiwan Sun Color Culture

259 pages

A ground-breaking new method for building better mental
health and fitness

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Mark is a mental fitness trainer and human centered design
workshop facilitator based in Toronto. After recovering from
several mental illness diagnoses, he now focuses on leveraging
technology and design to help others navigate the complex
changes necessary to improve and maintain great mental health
and fitness.

He is the co-founder of the online mental health community,
EVERYBODY HAS A BRAIN, and he is a Stanford Medicine X ePatient
Scholar.

‘The best book, by far, I’ve read on mental health and fitness.’ —
Brad Stulberg, co-author of PEAK PERFORMANCE

 ‘Mark Freeman has created a roadmap to calm the worried mind,
chock-full of useful practices, no-nonsense strategies, and trench-
harvested wisdom.’ — Mark Wolynn, author of IT DIDN’T START
WITH YOU

‘A welcome antidote to the fear-based thinking that has become
all too prevalent in our culture.’ — Gail A. Hornstein, author of
AGNES’S JACKET: A PSYCHOLOGIST’S SEARCH FOR THE MEANINGS
OF MADNESS

We all want to feel less anxiety, guilt, anger, and sadness. We want
to obsess less and be less lonely, free ourselves from our demons,
compulsive habits, and stress. But as humans (unlike rocks) we
experience all of these. And paradoxically, trying to avoid and
control them only makes things worse.

In YOU ARE NOT A ROCK, mental-health advocate and coach Mark
Freeman makes the case that instead of trying to feel less and
avoid pain and stress, we need to build emotional fitness,
especially our capacity for strength, balance, and focus. With wit,
compassion, and a depth of experience based on his own struggles
with mental health, he shows that we can recover from many
disorders at all ages and stages of life, and even if other methods
have failed.

With illustrations by the author, whose drawings on Pinterest have
attracted over 265,000 followers from across the globe.

Mark Freeman
YOU ARE NOT A ROCK

Self-help

A Step-by-Step Guide to Better Mental Health (for Humans)
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Agent Isobel Dixon

UKexCan Virago 2017

China Shanghai Literature & Art
Publishing House
Spain Editorial Larrad

Option Publishers
Italy Fazi | Turkey Alfa

 290 pages

Lyndall Gordon
OUTSIDERS
Literary Biography

Scintillating exploration of the outsider genius shown in
the lives of five great women writers

‘The work and lives of Emily Brontë, George Eliot, Mary Shelley,
Olive Schreiner and Virginia Woolf are well known. Gordon's thesis
sets out just how original and brave they were — and at what cost.
We owe them much.’ — Joan Bakewell, New Statesman

‘Gordon is a natural storyteller, and the lives stir us and fascinate
us no matter how well we already know them . . . full of novelistic
insight, pushing into the biographical material to substantiate her
hunches, tracing patterns and repetitions in these writers'
emotional lives and in their work.’  — Tessa Hadley, Guardian

‘Gordon succeeds in showing not only the pain but "the possibilities
of the outsider" … Their strength of spirit shines from the pages and
through the ages.’ — Anita Sethi, Observer

‘In subtle and elegant interpretations, Gordon allows us to see
their novels 'afresh'. . . She is a biographer of the imagination as
opposed to a recorder of historical facts.’ — Frances Wilson, Mail
on Sunday

OUTSIDERS tells the stories of five novelists — Mary Shelley, Emily
Brontë, George Eliot, Olive Schreiner, Virginia Woolf — and their
famous novels. In linking their creativity to their lives as outsiders,
this group biography throws new light on their genius. Lyndall
Gordon's intuitive, exciting and revealing approach to biography
will make OUTSIDERS a transformative book for many readers.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Lyndall Gordon has won the Cheltenham Prize and the James Tait
Black Prize, been longlisted for the Samuel Johnson Prize, and
shortlisted for the Duff Cooper Prize and the Comisso Prize in Italy
for her Emily Dickinson biography, LIVES LIKE LOADED GUNS.

ALSO AVAILABLE
DIVIDED LIVES (memoir), A PRIVATE LIFE OF HENRY JAMES, T.S.
ELIOT: AN IMPERFECT LIFE, LIVES LIKE LOADED GUNS: EMILY
DICKINSON AND HER FAMILY’S FEUDS, CHARLOTTE BRONTE: A
PASSIONATE LIFE, VINDICATION: A LIFE OF MARY
WOLLSTONECRAFT, VIRGINIA WOOLF: A WRITER’S LIFE.

Five Women Writers Who Changed the World
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Agent Juliet Pickering

WEL Icon Oct 2018

128 pages

Ailbhe Malone

101 TINY CHANGES TO BRIGHTEN YOUR DAY
Self-help

Friendly tips on how to look after yourself, in an age where
we often forget to pause and take a breath

For anyone with anxiety issues, those who struggle to prioritise
their own mental health over catching up on emails and social
media, or those looking for a bit of encouragement to get through
each day, these small tips will help you shine again.

With tiny actions, you can make a big improvement to your well-
being — whether it’s making your phone a source of positivity
instead of stress, engaging in habits that make you feel healthier
and more positive, or preparing for darker days. Ailbhe Malone’s
simple, practised ideas combine with witty illustrations from
Naoise Dolan to create a resource you’ll dip into whenever you
need a helping hand.

A pocket-sized companion for your bedside table, backpack, or to
give to a friend in need, this book believes that you’re worth
looking after, even when you don’t.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Ailbhe Malone is Lifestyle Editor at BuzzFeed UK, and her self-care
columns attracted a readership of over quarter of a million
worldwide. A founding member of the UK team, she has previously
worked for Nylon (US), the Guardian, Irish Times and Wired. She
has featured as an industry expert on BBC’s THE APPRENTICE and
DIGITAL HUMAN, and in Phaidon’s WHERE TO EAT PIZZA (2016).
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Agent Isobel Dixon

UKexCan Collins May 2018
US+Can Scribner Mar 2019

France Editions Paulsen
Germany Btb | Italy Bollati
Boringhieri (pre-empt)
Japan Kashiwashobo | Spain Ariel
(at auction)

416 pages

Edward Wilson-Lee

THE CATALOGUE OF SHIPWRECKED BOOKS
History

The thrilling true story of an obsessive book collector —
the son of Christopher Columbus, in the early era of print

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Edward Wilson-Lee is a Fellow in English at Sidney Sussex College,
Cambridge, where he teaches medieval and Renaissance
literature. After growing up in Kenya and Switzerland, he went to
university in London, New York, Oxford and Cambridge, living
briefly in Mexico and New Orleans in between.

His debut SHAKESPEARE IN SWAHILILAND (UK+Can Collins, 2015;
US FSG, 2016; Germany btb), was one of The Bookseller’s Top 6
Shakespeare picks 2016 and praised in The Times, The Financial
Times and The Wall Street Journal. Ngũgĩ wa Thiong’o called it ‘a
masterly literary detective adventure, and a compelling read.’

Now writing THE DESERT AND THE FOREST (working title) for
Collins, delivering in 2021.

This fascinating book tells for the first time in English the story of
the first great universal library in the age of printing — and of the
illegitimate son of Christopher Colombus who created it. Hernando
Colon spent his life trying to build the first universal library of
print: personally scouring bookshops in an attempt to acquire a
copy of every book, he brought them back to his library in Seville,
where he drove himself mad attempting to devise how best to
navigate and organise the world of print.

Hernando lived in extraordinary times. He knew Erasmus, Dürer
and Thomas More, was at the forefront in the first international
conference to determine the circumference of the world, led the
team that created the first world map on scientific principles —
and invented the modern bookcase!

Hernando’s life placed him at the centre of the ages of
exploration, print, and the Reformation: he spent a year living with
his father marooned aboard a shipwrecked hull off Jamaica and
wrote the first biography of Columbus.

To reconstruct his life is not only to recover a vision of the
Renaissance world, but also to appreciate the passions and
intrigues that lie beneath our own disciplined attempts to bring
order to the world. THE CATALOGUE OF SHIPWRECKED BOOKS is an
unforgettable journey through these layered realities — and a
bibliophile’s dream!



Trezza Azzopardi: THE HIDING PLACE jp
Republished as a Picador Classic in Feb 2017. Shortlisted for the Man Booker Prize in 2000.
Dolores is the youngest of six daughters growing up in 1960s Cardiff; a deeply moving and
intensely lyrical novel about love and betrayal, portraying the life of a child condemned forever
to bear the mark of a disintegrating family. UK: Picador; audio: Audible. Translated into
eighteen languages; please enquire for further rights information.

Tatamkhulu Afrika: BITTER EDEN               id
‘This book will haunt you’ Andre Aciman. ‘Powerful, melodic, urgent, honest’ Elizabeth
Gilbert. ‘As beautiful as it is heartbreaking’ NPR. Unforgettable story of men as soldiers,
friends, lovers, imprisoned by more than the harsh life of WWII POW camps. US: Picador;
Italy: Playground; France: Presses de la Cité. UK: Blue Mark Books, 2016.

Graeme Macrae Burnet: HIS BLOODY PROJECT Shortlisted for Man Booker Prize 2016
1869. A brutal triple murder in a remote Scottish community leads to the arrest of young
man. Only the persuasive powers of his advocate stand between Macrae and the gallows.
A mesmerising literary thriller about the provisional nature of truth, set in an unforgiving
landscape where the exercise of power is arbitrary. Also the author of the INSPECTOR
GORSKI mysteries. All translation rights: Saraband; Media rights: Blake Friedmann.

Janice Galloway: JELLYFISH jp
Razor sharp tales of two of the most powerful human experiences — having sex and having
children — from one of our country’s best loved and most acclaimed authors. THE TRICK IS TO
KEEP BREATHING was voted a Top 10 Scottish Novel in 2013, in print for 25 years. Short story
collection to be issued in paperback by Granta in 2018. Also available: CLARA, FOREIGN PARTS,
THIS IS NOT ABOUT ME, ALL MADE UP, WHERE YOU FIND IT, BLOOD.

Etienne van Heerden: 30 NIGHTS IN AMSTERDAM id
Out of the blue, Henk de Melker receives a letter from an Amsterdam lawyer informing him
that his long-lost eccentric Aunt Zan has died and has left him her house in the city. He
must come to Amsterdam to claim his inheritance. But Henk is unprepared for what awaits
him in Amsterdam. The thirty nights he spends there will change him for ever. SA: Penguin;
Holland: Podium.

Michiel Heyns: LOST GROUND id
Winner: Sunday Times Fiction Award & Herman Charles Bosman Prize 2012; Shortlisted: M-Net
Prize & University of Johannesburg Prize 2011/12. Peter returns to South Africa after the
murder of his cousin, in search of a career-defining story. With Desiree’s husband, Hector, now
a suspect, Peter teases Othello-like themes of murderous jealousy. But soon he has to question
his assumptions and realise how little he knows about his much-changed country, perhaps how
little he knew before he left. In search of Desirée’s story, he now starts to rewrite his own —
till events take an even more shocking turn…. SA: Jonathan Ball; France Philippe Rey..

Barbara Erskine: LADY OF HAY
In print for over thirty years, over 3 million copies sold. In London, journalist Jo Clifford
plans to debunk the belief in past-lives in a hard-hitting magazine piece. But her scepticism
is shaken when a hypnotist forces her to relive the experiences of Matilda, Lady of Hay, a
noblewoman during the reign of King John. UK+Can: HarperCollins, US: Sourcebooks, sold
in 16 languages.

OTHER HIGHLIGHTS



Kerry Hudson: THIRST  jp
Winner of the Prix Femina Etranger 2015 and French bestseller; shortlisted for Strega
Prize. Bruised love story in East London & Russia, from author of TONY HOGAN BOUGHT
ME AN ICE CREAM FLOAT BEFORE HE STOLE MY MA (Chatto) shortlisted for 8 awards,
winner of Scottish First Book. Incredible media response to both books. ‘Tremendously
affecting’ Metro. UK: Chatto; France: Philippe Rey; Italy: Minimum Fax; Turkey: Altin.

Benjamin Johncock: THE LAST PILOT jp
Winner: Authors' Club Best First Novel. Stunning evocation of astronaut, Jim Harrison, in
1950/60s Space Race, and excitement of flying to space paralleled alongside personal
tragedy wrought upon Jim, Grace & their marriage. "Supercharged Hemingway at 70,000
feet" Washington Post "Gripping debut explores inner life of a national hero and asks what
it is to be courageous in face of unthinkable loss." Publishers Weekly US: Picador (at
auction) UK: Myriad; July 2015.

Christopher Nicholson: WINTER id
‘Moving, gripping & illuminating’ David Lodge. ‘Absolutely first-rate, one of the best
Famous Writer Novels’ Alison Lurie, NYRB. The story of Thomas Hardy’s late life and his
last muse, told in 3 voices: the celebrated author; his second wife; and the young beauty
Hardy is infatuated with. UK: 4th Estate; US: Europa; France: Table Ronde; Spain:
Gatopardo. Radio adaptation on BBC Radio 4, stage play on tour. Also available: THE
ELEPHANT KEEPER, AMONG THE SUMMMER SNOWS (NF)

Marlene van Niekerk: AGAAT  id
Man Booker International shortlisted author of “two immense masterpieces”. Charts
complex relationship between a white woman and her ‘coloured’ maid.
‘Mesmerizing…brilliant.’ Toni Morrison. Film rights sold, Swedish #1 for 8 weeks. UK: Little
Brown; US: Tin House; Holland: Querido; Italy: Neri Pozza; Germany: btb; France:
Gallimard; Norway: Press; Sweden: Svante Weyler; SA: Jonathan Ball. Also available:
TRIOMF.

Lawrence Norfolk: JOHN SATURNALL’S FEAST id
A love affair in a manor house isolated by the English Civil War. Sensuous prose with food
and cooking woven into the story. UK, US & German editions have different, original,
illustrations in each chapter. Amazing reviews. UK: Bloomsbury and 13 countries including
US: Grove Atlantic; France: Grasset; Brazil: Bertrand; Germany: Knaus etc. Also available:
IN THE SHAPE OF A BOAR, THE POPE’S RHINOCEROS, LEMPRIERE’S DICTIONARY.

Manu Joseph: MISS LAILA, ARMED AND DANGEROUS id
‘A daring, page-turning thriller, filled with anger and wit and some of the loveliest
sentences you will read this year.’ — Zoë Heller. When a building collapses, rescue teams
find only one survivor, delirious and mumbling about a terror attack, and agents are on the
tail of terror suspect Miss Laila. UK: Myriad Editions, India: World Editions, France:
Philippe Rey, Holland: Podium.

Cormac James: THE SURFACING  id
‘Hypnotic and acutely piercing’ Colum McCann. ‘Haunting’ Mail on Sunday. ‘Extraordinary’
John Boyne. 1850: A pregnant stowaway on a ship heading into the Arctic ice, a conflicted
man, a stunning novel of survival. UK: Sandstone RR; US: Bellevue Literary Press; ANZ:
Text; Slovakia: Artforum; Romania: Univers; Holland: De Arbeiderspers. Translation grants
from Irish Literature Exchange possible.


